
We're talking about connecting to the power of the resurrected Jesus in our lives after Easter Sunday. On Easter
Day it's not hard to feel pumped up in faith. Larger crowds, bigger volumes, special effects. All the ingredients
are there to inspire us to feel the power of the resurrection. But Easter Sunday doesn't last - it turns into just
another Monday, which yields to Tuesdays and Thursdays and other days including a series of frequently
everyday Sundays. The issue of this series is how do we stay connected to resurrection power.

We started two weeks ago with something pretty simple: We're more likely to experience Jesus when we're taking
action, when we're doing something. Reading the Bible, raising our hands in praise, or using our arms to serve
others.  

Then last week we acknowledged a hard spiritual truth. Sometimes we run into droughts, spiritual seasons when
we do all the right things, have great intentions, yet fail to experience resurrection power. Our point last week was
that in those spiritually arid seasons we can't give up because we never know when Jesus will show up. My word
to you today is an extension of last week's word. Last week we said, we never know when we might meet Jesus.
Today we will say, we never know how we will meet him.

Most of us have seen the Cecil B. deMille classic “The Ten Commandments.” After Moses leads the people out
of Egypt, he spends 40 days on the mountain getting the law from god. When he comes down from the mountain
he looks very different from what he looks like when he went up the mountain. It's very tempting to think
encounters with Jesus will be as vivid and transformational as that. It's tempting to think we will wake up in the
morning, have a meeting with the Lord, then go to bed that night visibly different. People coming up to us and
staring and saying, “There's something different about you.” To which we respond, “Oh, so it's that obvious,
huh? Yeah, I met Jesus this morning.”

Certain television evangelists report their encounters with God as being that dramatic. One evangelist recounts his
meetings much as would a court reporter. "Well, the Lord said to me, such and such and so and so. Then I said,
and he said...” like a transcript of a court proceeding or the script of an off-Broadway play. 

Now does Jesus appear to people like that? Well, in the Bible, yes. Remember the disciples locked in the upper
room, hiding from the authorities. Jesus appeared to them and invited Thomas to put his hand in his side. Or later,
Jesus with the disciples on the mountain in Galilee: Jesus right there with them, delivering what we call the Great
Commission to go into the world to make new followers. Or Saul, who became known as Paul. Right on the road,
Paul is struck blind and has an open conversation with Jesus. So in the Bible, it certainly happens. Does it happen
to people today? Perhaps, but not to all of us.

I've never had such an experience. I bet some of you would say you've never had such an experience. Doesn't
mean they don't happen - just means they don't happen for everyone, and certainly not at all times. Don't be
discouraged by that fact. According to the Gospel accounts, if you're not accustomed to dramatic encounters with
Jesus, you're not alone and neither are you out of luck.

Think about Mary Magdalene. Jesus came to her in the form of a gardener. Landscaping is an admirable
profession, but we don't usually associate it with messiahship, right?

Or the two Jesus followers on the road to the city of Emmaus. They met Jesus in the form of someone they didn't
recognize, somebody totally unfamiliar to them; the Gospel of Mark says Jesus appeared to them in a "different
form."

Or in John's gospel, disciples are in a boat fishing, not catching anything, when somebody cries out from the
shoreline: "Are you guy catching anything?" Well, they've been out all night and caught nothing. The voice cries
out again: Cast your nets on the other side of the boat! They do so and can hardly handle the haul - only then do
they realize that the one on the shoreline is Jesus.

A gardener, a stranger, a shoreline advisor. All, Jesus. While most of us would love the drama and flair of some



mountaintop experience. [Wouldn't it be great were the physical Jesus to make an appearance right now!] Most of
the time that's not how he comes to us. Most of the time what we get are small, gentle, nudges which, unless our
hearts and minds are open and ready for the possibility, we miss, leaving us to think we're in another of our
droughts.

Small moments such as the opening of one door as another closes. Most of us have had that experience, yes?
We're headed down a path we think is the right one - in a relationship, in a job, in whatever - but then something
closes that opportunity. We get sad, perhaps mad, frustrated, maybe depressed. But then just when we need it,
another door opens - to something that turns out to be much better for us and for everyone involved. That's a
Jesus nudge, but we won't know it unless we're ready for it.

Or we get a phone call or some face-to-face time with somebody who opens our eyes to something we had
missed, or who gives us encouragement we really need, or direction that we really need, or the correction and
spiritual accountability we really need. That kind of experience can be a Jesus nudge - aka resurrection power -
not in the form of a body with a Jesus name tag. But in the form we most need at that moment.

Some of you have heard me talk about labeling - what we call the things that happen to us. Labeling doesn't
change what happens to us; it changes how we think about it and how we name it. A friend held me accountable
today - Jesus visited me. A tv show fed my spirit - Jesus fed me. A family member gave me the unconditional
love my heart craved.  That was Jesus. Labeling is an act of faith that says there is more to what happens to us in
a day than just the events that happen to us in a day. 

"Jesus, you said you would be with me to the close of the age - I am trusting that that was you today who got
through that stress, who opened and closed those doors, who gave me just the word I needed, held me
accountable, showed me I matter. You said it. I believe it." 

Labeling says Jesus will use any means necessary to get through to us, to come alive to us - even when we least
expect it, in circumstances and through people we could never predict. 

By faith I say that Jesus knocked on the door of your life this week. Don't know how or when or for what reason;
but I do know that he did. And when he did he had a word you needed to hear, a hope you needed to claim, a
ministry he wanted you to take on, a gift you needed to receive or give away. And in so doing, you received -
perhaps without know it, resurrection power. 

Keep your ears open in the coming week - your eyes peeled, your heart prepared. Jesus may next appear to you in
the form of a Sunday afternoon restaurant server, a grocery store stock person, an inquisitive child, or perhaps
even an aging, balding, but still playful preacher. Come, Lord Jesus, come.

As the praise team returns I want to pray that we all get visited this week...


